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Can possible worlds be reduced to language?'That is, can talk about
possible worlds be reconstrued as talk about respectable linguistic
entities,thus allayingontologicalworriesas to what strangemannerof
entity a possible world mightbe? I will arguein the final section of this
paper that no such reductioncan succeed. But if my argumentis to be
conclusive,it will have to be directedagainstthe strongestpossible case
for reduction,not against the proposals most commonly heard. The
commonlyheard proposals succumbto a simple cardinalityargument:
on quite modest assumptions,it can be shown that there are more
possible worlds than there are linguistic entities provided by the
proposal;it follows straightwaythat the linguisticentitiescannot be the
possible worlds. One might be tempted to think that some version of
the cardinalityargumentcould be used quite generallyto show that
any attempt at reducing possible worlds to languagemust fail. This,
however, is not the case. In this paper I will show how the standard
proposals for reductioncan be generalizedin a naturalway so as to
make better use of the resources available to them, and thereby
circumvent the cardinality argument. Once we see just what the
limitationsare on these more generalproposalsfor reduction,we will
be able to see more clearly where the real difficulty lies with any
attemptto reducepossible worldsto language.Roughly,the difficultyis
this:no actuallanguagecould have the descriptiveresourcesneeded to
represent all the ways things might have been. I will conclude by
arguing that this same difficulty spells doom for any nominalist or
conceptualistproposalfor reducingpossibleworlds.
1. INTRODUCTION

In order to set the stage for what will follow, let me brieflyrecapitulate
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some of the ontological positions that might be held with respect to
possible worlds. The realist with respect to possible worlds takes
possible worldsto be primitiveto his ontology.He meanshis talk about
possible worlds to be taken literally,not as disguisedtalk about some
other kind of entity.Non-realistscan take eitherof two stancestowards
possible worlds:they can simplyrejecttalk of possible worlds outright,
or they can try to reinterprettalk of possible worlds in a way they find
ontologicallyacceptable.The first sort of non-realist,if consistent,must
also reject the philosophicalanalyses that have been based upon the
notion of a possible world, or, at any rate, take them to have at most
heuristicvalue and to lack any serious philosophicalimport. On the
other hand, the reductionistwith respect to possible worlds often finds
such analysesto be fruitful,illuminating,and philosophicallyimportant.
The problemis not that he finds talk of possible worlds meaninglessor
incomprehensible,but that his philosophicalconsciencewill not permit
him to take such talk at face value. Possible worlds are nowhereto be
foundin his ontology.
In this paper,I will be concernedonly with ontologicalreduction:an
ontologicalreductionof possible worlds leaves talk of possible worlds
syntacticallyunchanged,but reinterpretsthe values of the variablesby
identifyingpossible worlds with entities that the reductionistaccepts.2
Moreover, I will assume that the reductionistis an actualist and a
nominalist (of sorts): his ontology consists only of actual, concrete
entities togetherwith what can be constructedout of such entities by
means of set theory.3Some philosophicalconsciences,it is true, have
even balked at an ontology of sets; but, as will become clear, any
attemptat reductionwould be crippledat the outset if the reductionist
did not at least have set theory at his disposal. Now, what the reductionist must do if he is to succeed in appeasing his philosophical
conscience is to show that all talk about possible worlds that he wants
to preserve can be interpretedas disguised talk about some kind of
entitythathe does accept.
It is naturalat this point for the reductionistto turnto language.For
among the entities that he does accept are linguistic entities:finite
sequences of types of concrete marks or sounds (where sequences
and types are given their standardinterpretationsin termsof sets), and
set-theoreticconstructionsout of such sequences. Moreover, we do
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commonly gain access to the notion of a possible world through
language,throughwhat purportto be descriptionsof possible worlds.
So the reductionistmight hope that talk about possible worlds could
be made respectable by identifyingpossible worlds with their purported linguisticdescriptions,or, at any rate, constructionsout of such
descriptions.4
To what languageshall we assumethat these descriptionsbelong?If
we allow the reductionistto take the notion of a languagetoo broadly,
the resultingreductionis likely to be circular.For example,if he can
merely stipulatethat the languagecontains a name for every possible
world, then the existenceof the language(with this interpretation)is at
least as dubiousas the existenceof the possible worldsthemselves.The
surest safeguard against such circularityis to require that possible
worlds be reduced to a natural language, perhaps enriched by the
languages of science, mathematics,and formal logic. Unfortunately,
many sentences of a naturallanguageare unsuitablefor use in constructingthe possible worlds. I will thus assume that the reductionist
has extractedfrom the enrichednaturallanguagea sublanguagesatisfyingall of the followingconditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

All sentencesare declarativesentences.
Truth values of sentences are independentof contexts of
inscriptionor utterance.
All sentencesareunambiguous.
There is no vaguenessin the truthconditionsfor sentences,
let aloneindeterminacyof a moreradicalsort.
Sentences can be uniquely parsed so as to exhibit their
truth-functional
and quantificational
form.

Any sublanguageof a naturallanguagesatisfyingthese conditionswill
be called a reasonablelanguage- reasonablein the sense that it is
appropriatefor the project of reducing the possible worlds.5 One
characteristicof the originalnaturallanguagewill be sharedby all of its
sublanguages:the expressionsof the languageare finite sequencesover
a finite alphabet,and thus the languagehas at most a countablyinfinite
number of distinct expressions.One of the chief contentions of this
paper, however, is that this limitationis not as severe as might first
appear.
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2. THREE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR REDUCTION

What conditions must be met by a successful reduction of possible
worldsto language?Let us supposethat the reductionisthas fixed upon
a particulartheoryof possible worlds,that is, the set of those sentences
aboutpossible worldswhose truthhe wishesto preserve.Let us call this
the possible worldstheory.Just which statementsabout possible worlds
will be included in this theory is largely up to the reductionist.But I
assume that at the very least he will want the theory to be strong
enough to support the standardanalysis of the alethic modalities as
quantifiersover possible worlds. Of course, the reductionistcannot
hope to preserve the truth of everythingthat a realist would assert
about possible worlds.For example,a realistwould assertthat possible
worlds are not linguisticentities, whereas this cannot be preservedby
any reductionof possibleworldsto language.Similarly,other statements
directly or indirectlyabout the ontological status of possible worlds
must remain a source of disagreementbetween the realist and the
reductionist.What the reductionistmust do is to fix upon a theory
that is strong enough to support the possible worlds analyses that he
wants to accept, but not so strongthat the very possibilityof reduction
is excluded by the theory itself. Now, a minimal condition that the
reductionmust satisfyis that it provide a translationof sentencesabout
possible worlds into sentences about linguisticentities that maps truths
of the possible worlds theory into truths, and falsehoods into falsehoods.
But the sort of reductionisthere considered not only wants the
translationto preservethe truthof the possible worldstheory,he wants
it to preservethe structureof the theoryas well. For example,sentences
that make existentialclaims about possible worlds are to be translated
into sentencesthat make existentialclaims about linguisticentities.The
reduction is not intended to provide a restructuringof logical form,
only a switch of the underlyingontology. If a reduction provides a
truth-and structure-preserving
translationof the possibleworldstheory,
then I will call the translationfaithful, and say that the reduction
satisfiesthefaithfulnesscondition.
There is a routinemethodfor providingsuch a faithfultranslation,at
least if we assumethat the possible worlds theory is couched withinan
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extensionallanguage.To each possible world one assigns a linguistic
entity to serve as that world's representative- in effect, to be the
possible world. Distinct possible worlds are assigneddistinctlinguistic
entities if they are discernible6,but in generalthe assignmentneed not
be one-to-one. Any such assignmentuniquely determines a faithful
translationof the possibleworlds theory into a theory of the linguistic
entities.For example,given any unary predicateexpressingsome property of possible worlds, a correspondingpredicate expressingsome
property of the linguistic entities is introduced as follows: the new
predicateis true of just those linguisticentities that were assigned to
some possible world of which the old predicate was true. More
generally,the entire possible worlds ideology (to use Quine'sterm), as
representedby the predicatesand function symbols of the languageof
the possible worldstheory,is transferredby way of the assignmentinto
a correspondingideology of the linguisticentities, as representedby
correspondingnew predicates and function symbols. Every sentence
about possible worlds can then be translatedinto a sentence about
linguistic entities simply by replacing old predicates and function
symbols by correspondingnew ones. The translationclearly preserves
logical structure.Moreover,by wendingone's way up Tarski'sinductive
definition of truth, it can easily be shown that the translationis
as well. So, any such assignmentof linguisticentitiesto
truth-preserving
possible worlds can be used to ensurethat the faithfulnessconditionbe
satisfied.
But this whole procedure has an air of circularityabout it. The
reductionistwishesto show that he need not admita primitivenotion of
possible world to his ontology. According to the above procedure,he
does this by showing that, for each possible world, a corresponding
linguisticentitycan be found.But if he thus invokesthe possibleworlds
in selectingthe linguisticentities,how can he claim to have eliminated
the possible worlds? I do not think that he can unless the reduction
meets the followingnon-circularitycondition,whichthen shows that the
circularway of describingthe reductioncan be avoided:the possible
worlds,and all the possible worldsideology,must be constructedout of
the actualist ontology and ideology that is already available to be
reductionist.In other words, all the primitivepredicatesand function
symbolsof the possible worlds theory must be translatedby predicates
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and functionsymbolsthat are definablewithinthe reductionist'stheory
of the languagein question.Thus, the reductionwill be circularif the
possible worlds are eliminated by stepping up the ideology of the
reductionist'stheory of language.As we shall see, the non-circularity
condition is difficultto apply in practice if it is unclearjust what the
reductionist should be allowed to include within his ideology. My
general policy will be to allow the reductionistwhateverpropertyof
linguisticentities he thinks he can make sense of; he will need all the
help he can get.7
There is a furtherconditionthat, I believe, must be satisfiedby any
successful reductionof possible worlds to lingusiticentities. As yet I
have said nothingto requirethat the linguisticentities correspondin a
naturalway with the possible worlds that they are to replace.It might
be that the entire syntacticstructureof the possible worlds theory was
duplicated,sentence for sentence, by the syntactic structureof some
wholly unrelatedactualisttheory of linguisticentities.But the existence
of such a duplicationof structurecannot by itself provide groundsfor
concluding that the linguistic entities are fit to play the role of the
possible worlds. We need to require that the linguistic entities be
naturallylinked to the possible worlds that they are to replace.Now,
the obvious place to look for such a natural correlation is to the
semantics of the language:the linguistic entities represent possible
worlds in virtue of what they mean. More exactly, I will say that the
reduction satisfies the naturalnesscondition as long as each possible
world is replaced by a linguistic construction that can serve as a
completedescriptionof thatpossible world,wherea linguisticconstruction completelydescribesa possible world if it is true at that world, and
perhapsat worldsindiscerniblefromthatworld,but at no others.
Again I have taken the realist'sperspectiveand spoken as if there
were possible worlds existing over and above the linguistic entities.
Only the realistcan speak of a correlationbetweenpossible worldsand
linguisticentities as being more or less natural.But I think that the
naturalnessconditioncan be restatedin a way that the reductionistcan
accept.For althoughit makesno sense to the reductionistto speak of a
linguisticconstructionas providinga completedescriptionof a possible
world, it does make sense to speak of a linguistic constructionas
purportingto providesuch a description,even if he doesn'tbelieve that
anythingexists for the descriptionto describe.So the reductionisttoo
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can recognize which linguisticentities are naturallysuited to play the
role of the possible worlds, although,as we shall see, modal notions
maybe neededfor this purpose.
3. FIRST PROPOSAL

With these three conditionsin hand - faithfulness,non-circularity,and
naturalness- let us turn to the evaluationof specific proposals for
reducingpossible worlds to language.Supposethat the reductionisthas
fixed upon some particularlanguageL satisfyingthe five requirements
listed in the introductionto this paper.If two worldsare such thatthere
is a sentenceof L true at one of the worldsbut not the other,then I will
say that the worlds are linguisticallydiscerniblewith respectto L, or,
L-discernible,for short.8The first proposal to be consideredis based
upon the following idea: a class of possible worlds (in particular,the
class of all possible worlds) is reducible to L as long as any two
discernibleworldsfrom that class are also L-discernible.For if discernible worlds are alwaysL-discernible,then the reductionistcan succeed
in assigningdistinctlinguisticentitiesto discernibleworldsby assigning
to each possible world the set of those sentencesof L that are true at
the world. Note that the reductionistis not requiredto assign distinct
linguisticentities to indiscerniblepossible worlds (if any there be); I
assume that the principle of the identity of indiscernibleworlds is
compatiblewiththe possibleworldstheory.
Whichsets of sentences of L will be identifiedwith possible worlds
under this proposal?Such a set of sentencesmust be consistent,that is,
there must be a possible world at which all of the sentencesof the set
are true. Moreover, let us assume that it follows from the possible
worlds theory that possible worlds are fully determinate,and thus that
for any sentence of L and for any possible world, either that sentence
or its negationis true at that world.Then the set of sentencestrue at a
world will be a maximal consistentset, containingfor any sentence of
L either that sentence or its negation.Thus the proposalfor reduction
thatwe are consideringcanbe formulatedas follows:
PROPOSAL 1. Possible worlds are maximal consistentsets of sentencesof L.
Note that the notion of consistency used in Proposal 1 is a modal
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notion;it cannotbe taken to be narrowlylogicalconsistency,where this
is defined, for example, as truth under some reinterpretationof the
non-logical vocabulary,lest there turn out to be possible worlds in
whichbachelorsaremarried.
Proposal 1 is the proposal made by RichardJeffrey [81:196-197,
who called such maximalconsistentsets of sentencesnovels.It has been
defended by FrankJackson [7]: 24, and, more extensively,by Andrew
Roper [151.9It is related to Carnap'swell-knownproposal to identify
possible worlds with state descriptions,where a state description is
defined as a set of sentences (of some given language)which contains
for every atomic sentence either that sentence or its negation,but not
both, and no other sentences.'0One of the ways in which Carnap's
proposaldiffersfrom Proposal 1 is that it places additionalrestrictions
upon the languagein question."1Thus, Carnapmust assume that the
languagecontainsnames (or there would be no atomic sentencesat all)
and that distinct names denote distinctindividuals.More significantly,
Camap must assume that the primitivepredicatesof the languagehave
been chosen (and so can be chosen) in such a way as to guaranteethat
all the state descriptions are consistent (in the modal sense). This
second assumption,which is quite strong,can be avoided by changing
the proposalto read that possible worlds are to be identified,not with
state descriptions,but with maximalconsistent sets of basic sentences,
where a basic sentence is either an atomic sentence or the negationof
an atomic sentence.Then the proposalcan be comparedwith Proposal
1 by assumingthat the languagein question is a reasonablelanguage,
and that it contains a name for every individualthat can be uniquely
picked out by some formulaof the language.But this revisedCarnapian
proposalis still not equivalentto Proposal 1. In the 'possibleworlds'it
provides, only individualsthat can be given names exist. Thus the
proposal cannot accountfor the fact that other individualsmight have
existed, and it thereby misrepresentsthe facts of modality. In what
follows I will say no more about Carnap'sproposal,and focus upon the
moreplausibleProposal1 andits generalizations.'2
4. THE CIRCULARITY OBJECTION

It might seem that Proposal 1 violates the non-circularitycondition
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because it makesuse of the notion of a consistentset of sentences,and
consistency has simply been characterizedin terms of truth at a
possible world. The reductionist,if he is to succeed, must be able to
define consistencyin a way that makes referenceonly to entities and
notions that he already accepts. Here, I think, the reductionistmust
turn to empiricallinguistics.Recall that L is assumed to be a sublanguageof an actuallanguageused by actualpeople. For the reductionist,
whateverfacts there are about the consistencyof sets of sentencesof L
will be groundedin actual usage. Now, empiricaldata of actual usage
is available to the reductionistin constructingthe possible worlds.
Containedwithin the data will be direct or indirect reports of modal
intuitionsthat the reductionistcan cash out in terms of the consistency
of sets of sentences. Indeed, whenever the realist uses his modal
intuitionsto decide the truthor falsityof some sentence about possible
worlds, the reductionistcan use reports of those modal intuitionsin
constructinga notion of possibleworld that preservesthe truthvalue of
the sentence. Presumably,there will not be enough data to answerall
questionsaboutthe consistencyof sets of sentences.But all thatmatters
for the reductionis that there be enough data from which a notion of
possible world can be constructedthat providesa faithfulreinterpretation of the possibleworldstheory.
Of course, where modal intuitionsgive out and are unableto decide
the truthvalue of some sentence about possible worlds,the realistand
the reductionistdisagree as to what to say. The realist maintainsthat
there is a fact of the matter,but that the fact is unknownand perhaps
unknowable.The reductionistmaintainsthat there is no fact, and that
the truthvalue of the sentenceis to be conventionallydecided one way
or the other. But this differenceneed not hinderthe reductionistin his
attemptto preservethe possible worldstheory.For althoughthe realist
thinksthat the reductionistis bound to get many of the unknownfacts
of modalitywrong,he cannotobjectin this way withoutmerelybegging
the questionwhetheror not thereare anysuchfacts.
These brief remarks suggest how I think Proposal 1 could be
vindicatedwith respect to the chargeof circularity.Much more would
have to be said as to what methods the reductionistshould be permitted,and, in particular,as to what can count as admissibledata.But I
want to bracketthe problemof circularityfor the rest of this discussion
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and turn instead to the problemthat resultsfrom considerationsof the
cardinalityof the class of possible worlds.This will provide a decisive
refutationof Proposal1.
5. THE CARDINALITY OBJECTION

We have numerous beliefs about what is possible, and about which
possibilitiesexclude which other possibilities- that is, about compossibility,or what I have called consistency.If we accept the thesis that
whateveris possible is true at some (fully determinate)possible world,
then our beliefs about possibility and compossibilitywill lead us to
beliefs about the number of possible worlds: we should believe that
there are at least as manypossible worlds as are needed to supportour
beliefs about possibilityand compossibility.In this section, I shall use
this method to set a lower bound on the cardinalityof the class of
possibleworlds.13
Here are some modalbeliefs that I take to be fairlyuncontroversial.I
believe that the world might have consisted of nothing but (a single
kind of) uniformlydense matter distributedthroughouta Euclidean
space and time. Moreover,the world mighthave containednothingbut
a single solid cube of such matter,persistingwithoutchangethroughout
all eternity.Let us fix our attentionupon one such world containingone
such cube. I believe that that world might have had less matterthan it
had. For example,the cube mighthave been missingone of its corners,
or it mighthave had holes throughit like a swiss cheese. Indeed, all of
the cube's matter might have been missing except for that of a single
point. In general,for any collection of points of matterof the original
cube, the world mighthave had the matterof just those points, spatially
arrangedin justthatway.
If these beliefs about whatis possible are correct,how manypossible
worldsmust there be? Let the worldsthat resultfrom the eliminationof
some of the matter of the original cube be called the cube worlds.
Differentmetaphysicalpositionswith respectto transworldidentitywill
lead one to count the cube worlds in different ways, although all
methods of counting ultimately give the same result. Let us first
considerhow a haecceitistwith respectto matterwould count the cube
worlds.'4 A haecceitistis someone who believes that there are primitive
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facts as to whetherindividualsinhabitingdifferentworlds are numerically identicalor not, and that thereforetwo worlds mightbe just alike
with respect to all their qualitativeproperties,but neverthelessdiffer
with respect to which individuals inhabit them. A haecceitist with
respect to matter, then, believes that there are primitivefacts as to
whether individualsinhabitingdifferent worlds are composed of the
numericallysame matter.Now, the haecceitistwith respect to matter
calculatesthe numberof cube worlds as follows. Sets of points of the
originalcube are in one-to-one correspondencewith cube worlds,each
set of points correspondingwith the unique cube world in which the
cube has retainedjust the matteroccupyingthe points of that set, in just
that spatialconfiguration.Since space is assumedto be Euclidean,there
are continuummany, or.1, points of the originalcube, and thus there
are power-set-of-the-continuummany, or 22, sets of such points. It
follows that there are =2 cube worlds. Since every cube world is a
possible world, there are then at least 2 possible worlds.So calculates
the haecceitist.
According to the anti-haecceitist,however, distinct worlds must
differ in some qualitativefeature. In particular,distinct cube worlds
must differin the size or shape of their respectiveaggregatesof matter,
for there are no other qualitativepropertiesthat could distinguishthem.
(Note that qualitativedoes not exclude quantitativeon this usage.)But
then the anti-haecceitistwill find the above calculationguiltyof double
counting:where the haecceitist sees many worlds, the anti-haecceitist
often sees only one. For example, imagine the original cube to be
divided into two equal halves. Call the cube world in which just the
matterin one half is retained w1,and the cube world in whichjust the
matter in the other half is retained w2.The haecceitistclaims that w1
and w2 are distinctworlds because they differ as to which half of the
original cube, and thus as to which matter, they contain. But the
anti-haecceitistclaims that w, and w2 are one and the same world,

namely, that cube world that can be completely described in qualitative
terms as the Euclidean world consisting of nothing but a solid, rectangular block of a certain kind of matter, of a certain shape and size,
persisting unchanged throughout all time. So according to the anti-

haecceitist,the calculationdone abovecountedthe sameworldtwice.15
More generally,wherever the haecceitist sees distinct cube worlds
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whose respective aggregatesof matter have the same shape and size,
the anti-haecceitistsees but a single world.This can be made precise as
follows. Two aggregatesof mattercontainedwithinthe originalcube, a
and b, have the same shape and size just in case one can be superimposedupon the other by some combinationof translations,rotations,
and reflections;that is, just in case one can be superimposedupon the
other by a Euclidean transformation.(Note that this definition also
covers wildly scattered and discontinuous aggregates of points of
matter.)Let waand wbbe the cube worldsthat resultfrom removingall
the points of matter not contained within a and b respectively.Then
whereasthe haecceitistholds that wais identicalwith wbif and only if a
is identicalwith b, the anti-haecceitistholds that wais identicalwith wb
if and only if a and b have the same shape and size.16Thus, we must
distinguishbetween the haecceitistcube worlds on the one hand, and
the anti-haecceitistcube worlds on the other. Since the relation
having-the-same-shape-and-size-as
is an equivalencerelation over the
set of all aggregatesof matter contained within the original cube, it
induces an equivalencerelationover the set of haecceitistcube worlds,
and thus partitions this set of worlds into equivalence classes. The
anti-haecceitistcube worlds, then, are in one-to-one correspondence
withthese equivalenceclasses.
It is now a simple matter to count the number of anti-haecceitist
cube worldsby countingthe numberof equivalenceclasses.Recall that
there are Z2 haecceitist cube worlds in all. Each equivalence class
contains at most :1 members because there are only 2, Euclidean
transformationsof a Euclideanspace onto itself.But it follows from the
arithmeticof infinite cardinalsthat if a class Of52 membersis partitioned into subclasseseach containingat most =I members,then there
are 2 such subclasses. Therefore, there are 2 anti-haecceitistcube
worlds. Although the haecceitistand the anti-haecceitistmay disagree
as to how to interpretthe variousmodal beliefs listed at the beginning
of this section, they can both agree that those modal beliefs commit
themto therebeingat least 2 possibleworlds.
How does all this bear upon Proposal 1? Let us make the modest
assumptionthat the possible worldstheorywill be sufficientlystrongto
guaranteethat there are cube worldsas describedabove, and thatevery
cube world is a possible world. Then, whetherthe theory is haecceitist
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or not, it will follow from the theory that there are at least Z2 possible
worlds.If Proposal 1 is to provide a faithfultranslationof the possible
worlds theory, it must provide at least 2 linguisticentities to serve as
substitutesfor the possible worlds. But it can't.Since there are only a
countable number of sentences of L, there are at most 21 maximal
consistent sets of sentences of L. That will not be enough linguistic
entitiesto providea faithfultranslationof the possibleworldstheory.
6. SECOND PROPOSAL

The reductionistneeds a proposalfor reductionthat can providemore
linguisticentities than are providedby Proposal 1. The problemis not
that there is a lack of linguisticentitiesin his ontology:by takingsets of
sets of expressions of L, 22 linguisticentities can be made available.
The problemis that, if the proposalis to satisfythe naturalnesscondition, these entitieswill have to be able to serve as completedescriptions
of possible worlds. But I will show that Proposal 1 can be generalized
in a natural way so as to provide 2 linguistic entities, and thus
circumvent the cardinality argument.In order to motivate such a
generalization,it will be helpfulto look more closely at how Proposal 1
satisfiesthe naturalnesscondition.
The naturalnessconditionrequiresthat possible worldsbe identified
with constructionsout of L that can serve as their complete descriptions, but it does not require that any single sentence of L be a
completedescriptionof a possible world.For example,Proposal1 may
identify a possible world with a set of sentences none of whose
membersis a complete descriptionof that world.It is ratherthe set of
sentencesas a whole thatis to be takenas the completedescriptionof a
world;the set of sentencesis to be thoughtof as describinga world at
which all of the sentencesof the set are true.Thus, Proposal 1 satisfies
the naturalnessconditionbecause we can thinkof a maximalconsistent
set of sentences as playing the role, semanticallyspeaking, of the
infiniteconjunctionof all its members.This shows that Proposal 1, in
effect, allows the reductionistto make use of the expressivepower of a
certaininfinitaryexpansionof L; an infinitarylanguagethat adds to the
logicalapparatusof L an infinitaryconnectiveof sententialconjunction.
This suggests a way of generalizing Proposal 1. An infinitary
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languagethat only permitsinfiniteconjunctionsof completesentencesis
quite weak as far as infinitary languages go. Why not allow the
reductionistto make use of an infinitarylogical expansion of L that
permitsinfinite conjunctionsof open formulas as well? Let L* be the
infinitarylogical expansionof L that permitsinfiniteconjunctionsover
sets of less than 2 open (or closed) formulas;infinitelylong sentences
of L* are formed by attachingfinite strings of quantifiersto such
infinitelylong formulas.(Thus, L* is the infinitarylanguageL,20, to
use a standardnomenclature.)The semanticsfor the languageL* is developed in the obvious way. In particular,the appropriateclause in the
definition of truth and satisfaction reads: an infinite conjunctionof
formulasis satisfiedby an assignmentof objects to its free variablesif
and only if every conjunctis satisfiedby that assignment.In general,the
language L* will be richer in expressive power than the original
languageL. For example,let L containa predicatefor the greater-than
relationbetween real numbersand a name for every (standard)natural
number,but no other non-logicalconstants.Althoughthe Archimedian
property of the reals, that every real number is exceeded by some
(standard) natural number, cannot be expressed in L, it can be
expressedin L* by:for all reals r, it is not the case that r is greaterthan
0 and greater than 1 and greater than 2 and ... . Such examples as
this suggest - rightly,as we shall see - that a strongerproposal for
reductionwill resultif L is replacedby L* in Proposal1:
PROPOSAL 2. Possible worlds are maximal consistentsets of sentences of L *.

How does Proposal 2 fare with respect to the three conditions for
reductionlaid down earlier in this paper? It fares at least as well as
Proposal 1 with respectto the non-circularitycondition.Both proposals
are faced with the problem of defining consistency. True, questions
about the consistencyof sets of sentences of L* go beyond questions
about the consistencyof sets of sentences of L in that they require,in
effect, judgments about the compossibility of infinite sets of open
formulasfor their answers.But such judgmentsseem no more problematical than the judgmentsabout the compossibilityof finite sets of
open formulasalreadyrequiredby Proposal1.
Moreover, the constructions out of linguistic entities that are to
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replacethe possible worlds, the maximalconsistentsets of sentencesof
L*, are all non-circularlyavailableto the reductionist.For the expressions of L are all assumedto belong to the reductionist'sontology,and
the sentencesof L* can be defined as set-theoreticconstructionsout of
the expressions of L (perhaps together with some symbols for the
infinitaryconnectives).Indeed, the work of constructingthe sentences
of L* has alreadybeen done for the reductionistby the logicianswho
developedthe syntaxfor infinitarylanguages.17
Proposal 2 also satisfies that part of the naturalnesscondition that
requiresthat possible worlds be replacedby linguisticentities that can
serve as their descriptions. (Whether or not the linguistic entities
providedby Proposal 2 can serve as completedescriptionsof possible
worlds (for a reasonable language L) will be discussed below.) The
sentencesof L* all have a definite meaningas long as the sentencesof
L do. Indeed, truth conditions for sentences of L* are completely
determinedby the semanticsfor L togetherwith the semanticalrules
for the infinitaryconnectives.These truthconditionsnaturallycorrelate
the maximalconsistentsets of sentencesof L* with the possible worlds
thattheypurportto describe.
With respect to the faithfulnesscondition, Proposal 2 is a definite
improvementover Proposal 1; for Proposal 2 can provide enough
linguisticentities to faithfullytranslatethe sentence:'Thereare at least
2 possible worlds'.This will be shown with respectto the cube worlds
introduced above. It will suffice to show that, for some appropriate
choice of L, distinctcube worlds are L*-discernible;for then the set of
sentencesof L* true at one of the worldsand the set of sentencesof L*
true at the other will be distinctmaximalconsistentsets of sentencesof
L*. Since there are 2 cube worlds, it follows that Proposal 2 provides
at least 2 maximalconsistentsets of sentences.
First I will show that, if L containssome rudimentarymathematical
language,then L* will contain, in effect, a name for every real number.'8 Thus, let us assume that L contains at least a predicatefor the
greater-thanrelation between real numbers,function symbols for the
arithmeticaloperations, and names for the numbers 0 and 1. Then
every rationalnumberis designatedby some term of L. We can use the
fact that every real number is the least upper bound of some set of
rational numbers to show that every real number uniquely satisfies
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some open formulaof L*. For considerany real numberr, and let {qi}
be a set of rationalnumbers(indexedby w) thathas r as its least upper
bound (the set of all rationalsless than r will do). There is a formulaof
L* that is satisfiedby a real numberjust in case it is the least upper
bound of the qi;thatis, just in case it is greaterthan q1and greaterthan
q2 and . . . and such that any other real numberthat is greaterthan q1
and greaterthan q2 and ... is greaterthan it. Such a formulauniquely
picksout the realnumberr.
The names of real numberscontainedin L* can be used in describing the cube worlds if we assume that L has the means to speak of a
Euclidean assignmentof spatial coordinates to points of matter.For
example,L mightcontainan 8-place predicatethat holds betweenfour
points of matter and four triples of real numbers just in case the
assignment of those four triples to those four points determines a
Euclideancoordinatizationof space, that is, an assignmentof triplesof
real numbers to all points of matter that is in conformitywith the
Euclidean structure of space. And L might contain a 9-argument
function symbol representingthe assignmentof coordinates(triplesof
real numbers)to points of matter relative to an initial assignmentof
coordinatesto fourpointsof matter.
Consider now the haecceitistversion of the cube worlds. Here we
must furtherassumethat L containsnames for four points of matterof
the originalcube, and that these points have been assignedcoordinates
in such a way as to determinea Euclideancoordinatizationof the entire
cube. On these assumptions,it is a simple matterto formulate,for any
two cube worlds,a sentence of L* that is true at one of the worldsbut
not at the other, that is, a sentence of L* that discernsthe two worlds.
This is because,since L* containsa namefor every real number,and so
(witha modicumof set theory)a name for every tripleof real numbers,
L* also containsa name for every point of matterof the originalcube:
every such point can be picked out by referenceto its spatial coordinates. Now, considerany two haecceitistcube worlds.Since the worlds
are distinct, there must be some point of matter of the originalcube
that exists at one of the worlds but not at the other. But then any
sentenceof L* that assertsthat that point of matterexists is true at one
of the worlds but not at the other. Since any two haecceitist cube
worlds are thus L*-discernible,and since there are Z2 cube worlds in
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all, it follows that there must be a least Z2 maximalconsistentsets of
sentencesof L*.
Let us now turn to the anti-haecceitistversion of the cube worlds.
Here it does no good to use the names for real numbersto introduce
names for the individualpoints of matter.Rather,the anti-haecceitist
uses the namesfor real numbersto formulatequalitativedescriptionsof
the cube worlds, descriptions of the overall shape and size of the
worlds' aggregatesof matter.Thus, let T be the set of triples of real
numbersthat are assignedto points of matterof the originalcube under
some arbitraryEuclidean coordinatization;and let S be an arbitrary
subset of T, and ws the corresponding(anti-haecceitist)cube world.
The world ws can be described by a sentence of L* that asserts the
following:On some Euclidean coordinatizationof space, all and only
the coordinates in S are assigned to points of matter existing in the
world. For each (anti-haecceitist)cube world, there will be such a
sentence of L* that is true at that world but at none of the others. So
here again we see that Proposal 2 can provideZ2 maximalconsistent
sets of sentences, and thus enough linguisticentities to underminethe
cardinalityargument.
Proposal 2 can succeed where Proposal 1 failed because Proposal2
is based upon a weaker requirementfor reducibilityto L. Recall that
Proposal 1 was based upon the idea that a class of possible worlds is
reducibleto L if any two discernibleworlds from that class are L-discernible.But this conditionfor reducibilityto L, althoughsufficient,is
not necessary.Proposal 2 makes use of a weaker, but still sufficient,
conditionfor reducibility:a class of possible worlds is reducibleto L if
any two discernibleworlds from that class are L*-discernible.Since, as
we have seen, there may be worlds that are discernedby a sentence of
L* but not by a sentence of L, Proposal2 is essentiallymore powerful
thanProposal1, and can reducewiderclassesof possibleworlds.
7. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS

Proposal 2 can itself be generalized,in at least two directions.First,
recall that L* went infinitarywith respect to conjunction,but not with
respect to quantification.L* can be furtherexpandedby introducinga
stock of 22 individual variables to be used in the construction of
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formulas,and permittinguniversalquantificationwith respect to sets of
such variables of cardinalityless than =2' (This gives the infinitary
languageL:, to use a standardnomenclature.)Secondly,the bound on
the number of formulas that can be conjoined, and the number of
variables that can be quantifiedover, can be extended to arbitrarily
high cardinality.For each infinite cardinal K, there is an infinitary
expansion of L, LK' which permits conjunctionsover any set of less
than K formulas,and universalquantificationwith respectto any set of
less than K individualvariables.These infinitarylanguagesprovide,for
eachinfinitecardinalK, a distinctproposalfor reduction:
PROPOSAL 3x Possible worlds are maximal consistentsets of sentencesof LK.
K

Each of the Proposals3K is based upon the idea that LK-discemibility
providesa sufficientconditionfor reducibilityto L. Takentogether,the
series of Proposals 3K suggests the following necessaryand sufficient
conditionfor reducibilityto L: a class of possibleworldsis reducibleto
L if and only if any two discernibleworlds from that class are L,,-discernible,for some infinite cardinalK. Correspondingto this necessary
and sufficient condition, there is a maximallygeneral proposal for
reduction.It can be most easily formulatedby introducingthe infinitary
languageLoo,which is defined as the union of the languagesL,K' for all
infinitecardinalsK:
PROPOSAL 4. Possible worlds are maximal consistent classes of
sentencesofLoo.19
Note, however,that the maximalconsistentclasses of sentences of L,,o
are proper classes - they are 'too large' to be sets. Thus, only a
reductionistwho admitsproperclasses as well as sets into his ontology
can feel free to makeuse of Proposal4.
Whether or not the reductionistwill need to make use of the full
power of Proposal 4 will depend upon which theses about possible
worlds he has included in the possible worlds theory. For example,if
the reductionistbelieves that any possible world can be described by
givingthe distributionof no more than m1 qualitativepropertiesover a
space-timeof no more than I points, then the cardinalityof the set of
all possibleworldswill be no more thanZ2,and Proposal2 will succeed
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if any proposalwill. But if the reductionistbelieves that,for any ordinal
number, there is a possible world in which time is composed of a
succession of instantshavingthe order type of that ordinal,then there
will be no set of all possible worlds,and the full generalityof Proposal
4 will be needed in any attemptto reduce the class of possible worlds
to language.But the question now arises:what are the limitationson
even this mostgeneralproposalfor reducingpossibleworlds?
8. THE OBJECTION FROM DESCRIPTIVE IMPOVERISHMENT

Initially,one mighthave thoughtthat there were two sorts of limitation
that must be overcomeby any proposalfor reducingpossibleworldsto
a languageL. Let us assume,as is customary,that the vocabularyof L
has been divided into two parts:a logical part and a non-logical,or
descriptive,part.Then, one mighthave thoughtthat the prospectsfor a
successfulreductionwould have been limited,on the one hand, by any
impoverishmentof the logical apparatusof L. and, on the other hand,
by any impoverishmentof the descriptiveapparatus.What I hope that
the generalizedproposals of the precedingsection have shown is that
an impoverishmentof the logical apparatusdoes not in fact limit the
prospects for a reduction at all. As long as the reductionisthas set
theory(and perhapsclass theory)at his disposal,he can alwayscook up
set-theoreticconstructionsout of the expressionsof L that can do all
the work that the expressionsof any infinitaryexpansionof L can do.
Indeed, the standard proposals for reduction such as Proposal 1
already make use of this idea in an implicit way. I have suggested
making the idea explicit by simply using sentences of an infinitary
expansionof L in formingthe requiredset-theoreticconstructions.The
move is perfectlylegitimate;it merely allows the reductionistto make
fulluse of the descriptiveresourcesof the originallanguageL.
The problem of an impovershmentof the descriptivevocabulary,
however,cannotbe dealtwith as easily.I claimthat any languageL that
is appropriateto the task of reducingthe possible worlds will have its
descriptive vocabulary impoverished in such a way as to present
insurmountabledifficultiesfor the reductionist.In brief, the problemis
this. If the languageL is to be able to providea non-circularreduction
of possible worlds to an actualist ontology, then the descriptive re-
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sources of L will have to be, in a sense to be illustrated,imprisoned
withinthe actualworld.But then only possible worldsthat are, in some
broad sense, rearrangementsof the actualworld can be constructed(in
a naturalway) out of the linguisticentities of L. That will not be all of
the possibleworlds.
Indeed,not even the cube worlds,it seems to me, can be takento be
rearrangementsof the actual world, and thus constructibleout of the
expressionsof a reasonablelanguage.So if the cube worldsare possible
worlds, as I have claimed,then no attemptat reducingpossible worlds
to languagecan succeed. Let us first see where the problem lies with
respect to the haecceitistversion of the cube worlds. When I argued
above that any two haecceitist cube worlds were L*-discernible,and
thus that the class of such worlds was reducibleto L, I had to assume
that L containednames for points of matterof the originalcube. But if
L is required to be a reasonable language,in particular,an actual
languageused by actual people, then that assumptionis unacceptable.
Presumably,there does not exist a perfect cube of uniform matter
anywherein the actualworld;nor do there exist dimensionlesspoints of
matter out of which such a cube might be composed. But providing
names for non-actualpoints of matterof a non-actualcube is beyond
the reach of the descriptive apparatusof an actual language. Such
points cannotbe namedby ostension;nor can they be distinguishedone
from the other by their qualitativeproperties,or by their qualitative
relations to actual existents.It follows that there will be cube worlds
that are discernible(accordingto the haecceitist),but not linguistically
discerniblewith respect to any infinitarylogical expansionof L, for any
reasonablelanguageL: just take two cube worlds whose aggregatesof
matterhave the same shape and size. But then no linguisticconstruction out of L can be naturallycorrelatedwith one of the two worlds
but not the other; no linguisticconstructioncan provide a complete
descriptionof either of the two worlds. In short:the haecceitistcube
worlds are not reducibleto L. The generalizedproposalsfor reduction
of the precedingsection cannot help the reductionisthere because the
problem arises from an impoverishmentof the descriptivevocabulary,
not froman impoverishmentof the logicalvocabulary.
The reductionistwith anti-haecceitistleaningsrunsinto difficultiesof
a somewhat differentsort in attemptingto reduce the cube worlds. I
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argued above that, for any anti-haecceitistsystem of cube worlds,
distinctworldsof that systemare L*-discernible.Moreover,no assumptions on L were needed that would make the reductioncircular,as was
the case with the haecceitist cube worlds. Nevertheless,showing that
any two worlds from some one system of cube worlds are L*-discernible shows only that the class consistingof worlds from that one
system is reducibleto L; it does not show that the class consistingof
worldsfrom all the differentsystemsof cube worldsis reducibleto L. I
claim that there are numerousdifferent systems of cube worlds, differing with respect to the kind of matter that their worlds contain. I
argue thus. Consider a world that contains two kinds of uniformly
dense matter,and suppose that the two kinds of matterhave all of their
qualitative properties in common. However, they are distinguished
relative to one another by the fact that matter of different kinds
mutuallyattracts,matterof the same kind mutuallyrepels.Surely,such
a world is possible. Call one of the kinds of matterp-matter and the
other kind n-matter.Consider the possibilitythat there exists nothing
but a single cube of p-matter, and the possibility that there exists
nothing but a single cube of n-matter.I claim that these are distinct
possibilities, and thus that the system of cube worlds composed of
p-matter is distinct from the system of cube worlds composed of
n-matter.This claim does not admit of demonstration;but to deny it
would be to hold not only that we cannot specify other worlds by
stipulatingwhat individualsthey contain, but that we cannot specify
other worlds by stipulatingwhat kinds they contain. Such an extreme
form of anti-haecceitismis stronglyat variancewith modal intuitions,
andno philosopherto my knowledgehas endorsedit.
Now, unless L has the descriptiveresources to single out one of
these two kinds of matter,there will be distinct worlds from different
systemsof cube worlds that are not L*-discernible,and so that cannot
be assigned distinct linguisticconstructionsout of L: just take a cube
world composed of p-matter and a cube world composed of n-matter
whose aggregatesof matter have the same shape and size. Could an
actuallanguageproducean expressionthat appliedto only one of these
kinds of matter?I thinknot. Accordingto modernscience, nothingthat
exists in the actualworld is the stuff of which a cube world is made;so
we cannot fix upon eitherp-matteror n-matterby means of ostension.
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Moreover,by the symmetrybuilt into the case, any purely qualitative
descriptionthat appliesto p-matterappliesto n-matter,and vice versa.
So, for the anti-haecceitistas well as the haecceitist,the cube worlds
resistreduction.The haecceitist'sproblemwith respectto distinguishing
individualpoints of matterrearisesfor the anti-haecceitistwith respect
to distinguishingkindsof matter.
By arguingalong lines similarto these, I think it can be shown that
much of our talk about possible worlds cannot be successfullyreinterpreted as disguisedtalk about linguisticentities. But might the reductionist have done better to have chosen other entities from his nominalist ontology to be the possible worlds, rather than the linguistic
entities?That would have been of no avail.The proposalspresentedin
this paper will succeed in reducing possible worlds to a nominalist
ontology if any proposal will. For assume that some proposal for
reduction makes use of a non-linguistic,actual, concrete entity in
constructingthe possible worlds.That entity can be uniquelydescribed
by some open formulaof some infinite expansionof some reasonable
language L. At any rate, this is true if, as I suppose, every actual,
concrete entity can be singled out by means of its spatio-temporaland
causal relationsto entities with which we are familiar.20So the reductionistcan just as well use the open formulain constructingthe possible
worlds as use the concrete entity that the open formuladescribes.In
general, whatever can be reduced to actual, concrete entities can
equallybe reducedto theirdescriptions.
I have supposed that the reductionisthas a nominalistontology and
ideology.Would it help to provide him in additionwith a conceptualist
ontology and ideology? It would not. The proposalsof this paper have
already,in effect, made use of such conceptualistresources.Whatever
is conceivable by actual people is describable within a reasonable
language,an actual languageused by actual people.2' So whateveris
conceivablecan be representedby some linguisticconstruction.Moreover, since the reductionist'sideology has already been allowed to
include modal notions such as consistency,there seems to be nothing
left for a conceptualistideology to offer. So, adding a conceptualist
ontology or ideology would not improve the reductionist'schances of
success. The proposals of this paper already make full use of the
combinedresourcesof the nominalistand the conceptualist.The failure
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of these proposals, then, marks the failure of any nominalistor conceptualist proposal for ontologicallyreducing possible worlds. These
proposalsfail, I conclude,becausethe possible outrunsthe actualnot in
number,butin kind.22

NOTES
Versions of this paper were presentedat PrincetonUniversityin 1980 and Rutgers
Universityin 1981. David Lewis has made helpfulcommentsat variousstagesof its development.
2 I am skepticalthat other types of reduction for instance,a translationof talk of
possible worlds into a languagecontainingmodal operatorsand higher-orderquantifiers - can succeed in eliminatingan ontologicalcommitmentto possible worlds;but I
willnot attemptto arguethis here.
3 This is the ontology accepted by Quine throughoutmost of his career. See, for
example, Quine [12]: 266-270. Possible exceptions are an early paper [6] with
Goodman in which he rejectedthe abstractentities;and a late paper 114]in which he
seems to rejectthe concreteones.
I Of course, when I speak of language,it will alwaysbe an interpretedlanguagethat I
have in mind; uninterpretedlinguistic entities do not purport to describe possible
worlds,or anythingelse.
I Some would say that no naturallanguagehas a significantsublanguagesatisfyingall
of the above conditions,even if the naturallanguageis enrichedby the languagesof
science, mathematics,and formallogic. This claimis certainlycontroversial;but thereis
no spaceto discussit here.
6 Here and throughout,what 'discernible'means is relative to the possible worlds
theory chosen by the reductionist.Strictly speaking, it is relativediscernibilitywith
respect to the predicatesof the possible worlds theory (excludingidentity).But if we
assumethat the possible worlds theoryhas a binarypredicate'is discerniblefrom',then
relativediscernibilitywith respect to the predicatesof the theory will correspondto a
notion of metaphysicaldiscernibility(although,as we shall see, it will not correspondto
a notion of qualitativediscernibilityif the theory is haecceitist).On the distinction
betweenrelativeandabsolutediscernibility,see Quinet12]:230.
7 The two conditions required thus far are in rough agreementwith the conditions
given by Quine in, for example,[13]:26-29. Not so for the third conditionnow to be
discussed.
8 Note that, to use Quine'sterminology,L-discernibility
is, in effect, absolutediscernibilitywithrespectto the predicatesof L.
9 Roper's paper came to my attention after this paper was completed. Roper has
noticed (p. 51) that Proposal 1 can be generalizedso as to meet the cardinalityobjection, althoughhe providesfew details.He says nothingto defend the proposal against
the objection from descriptiveimpoverishment.Perhaps he is not requiringthat the
possible worlds be reduced to what I call a reasonablelanguage.That would help to
explain his puzzlingconflationof reductionsto sentences with reductionsto propositions.See n. 22 below.
I0 In Carnap [3]: 9.
l l Cf. Carnap'sdiscussionin [4]:70-76.

12 For furtherdiscussion of Carnap'sproposal, and a more detailed comparison
with
Proposal1, see Bricker[2]:194-200.
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13 The argumentof this section is derivedfrom a similarargumentin Lewis
[11: 90. I
have presentedthe argumentin such a way as to make it more neutralwith respect to
controversialmetaphysicalissues about identityover time, and identityacross possible
worlds.
14 I use the terms 'haecceitism'and 'anti-haeceitism'
roughlyin accordancewith the
usage of David Kaplan[9]. But there is no generalagreementas to exactlyhow to use
these terms.
15 Of course, I am speakingof an anti-haecceitistnot only with respect to matter,but
also with respect to points of space. Otherwise,he counts the cube worlds like the
haecceitistwith respect to matter:w1 and w2 are distinct cube worlds because their
respectiveblocksof matteroccupydifferentpointsof space.
16 Nothing compels the anti-haecceitistto use same shape and size as his criterionfor
individuatingthe cube worlds.He could use same shape alone; or he could use something even weakersuch as same topologicalstructure.It depends upon whetheror not
he believes that there are absolute notions of shape and size that can support transworldcomparisons.A discussionof thisissue is beyondthe scope of the presentwork.
17 For example,see Karp
[101.
Ix That is, L* will have the expressivepower of a languagethat contains a name for
every real number.Such names can be providedby introducinginto L, and thus into
L*, a descriptionoperatorthatis contextuallydefinedd la Russell.
'9 The languagesL,Kand the languageL. are discussed,for example,in Dickmann[5].
20 The most plausibleexceptionwould be a concrete part of the actualworld that was
spatio-temporally
andcausallydisconnectedfromthe partwe inhabit.
21 Although, on some views, the public naturallanguagewould have to be supplementedwithprivatelanguages,one for eachcreaturecapableof conception.
22 What about proposals to reduce possible worlds to maximal consistent sets of
propositions,rather than sentences (as, for example, in Adams [11)?If the proposal
does not requirethat the propositionsall be expressiblewithin(an infinitaryexpansion
of) a reasonablelanguage,then my objectionsdo not apply.I have arguedagainstsuch
proposalsalongdifferentlinesin Bricker12]:220-229.
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